Abstract.
Learning from examples and generalizing the acquired knowledge to unknown data is the key property of neural networks. Among all learning algorithms, on{line learning has attracted a lot of attention in recent years [1, 2, 3] . In on{line learning, the weights are updated by using only the example presented at time t, i.e.
W(t + 1) = W(t) + 1W[ x(t);z 3 (t); W(t) ]:
(1) The advantages are rather obvious, the update is very fast and simple, while memory to store all examples is not necessary. It is also possible to enable the system to follow non{stationarities in the data by emphasizing more recent examples.
The learning rate plays a much more important role in on{line learning than in iterative batch learning. Good results can already be achieved by a simple time{ independent learning rate 0 . In unrealizable tasks, which can never be learnt exactly, the following dilemma occurs, see [2, 4] . While a large 0 smaller than the limit max can accelerate the convergence, it also leads to a large nal error. The nal error results from uctuations around the optimum and the variance of these uctuations is proportional to 0 . Only an asymptotically vanishing learning rate, i.e. ! 0, can reach the optimum. This suggests a time{dependent learning rate (t), which is annealed during training. Recently, it has been proved [5, 6] that on{line learning with an optimally annealed learning rate can be asymptotically ecient, i.e. it can be as good as the best possible y email: boes@brain.riken.go.jp solution. Until now, this result has been tested only in single{layer models [4] . In studies of on{line learning in multi{layer networks [7, 8] , a metastable symmetric phase was found, which makes an eective annealing impossible. Several eorts have been made to shorten the time spent in the symmetric phase. However, they are either not practical as they use explicit knowledge about the learning task [9, 10] or very complicated [11, 12] . In this short letter we want to show that on{line learning with a rather simple matrix{ update can considerably reduce the time spent in the symmetric phase. An eective annealing is then possible.
The model we want to use for illustration is the soft{committee machine, which was discussed in detail in [7, 8] . The committee machine is a special two{layer network with only one{layer of adjustable weights W between the N input units and the H hidden units. The weights between hidden units and output z are xed to one, such that
A soft{committee machine has continuous outputs by applying a sigmoid function g(h) on the local elds h. We study supervised learning in a teacher{student scenario. This means that the correct outputs z 3 are given by another network, the teacher. In order to make the task unrealizable, we assume that the teacher network and the student network have identical architectures, but the teacher outputs z 3 0 are corrupted by a random Gaussian noise 2 N(0; ), yielding z 3 = z 3 0 + . For training, the teacher network is invisible to the student, only the target outputs z 3 can be facilitated. For the evaluation of the performance, all variables of the teacher can be used.
Supervised training minimizes the dierence between the correct output z 3 given by the teacher and the actual output z produced by the student, i.e. the loss{function loss(z 3 ; z) := In the teacher{student scenario, the generalization error can be calculated if we make an assumption about the distribution of the inputs x. For random inputs x, the dot{products h 3 k := W 3
Usually the weights are adapted by a scalar gradient descent update,
(5) It is local as it uses, for the update of the hidden unit k, only the information available at the hidden unit k. On{line training of the committee machine with a scalar{update and a xed learning rate 0 was studied by Saad and Solla [7, 8] . The characteristical behavior is shown in gure 1. is simple annealing of the scalar update, the diagonal one is the tangent on its fastest decrease, and the horizontal one its nal state, which is also the lowest plateau value).
Note, that the scale of both gures is double{logarithmic.
For small and for large numbers of examples, the dilemma common to xed learning rates becomes apparent. A larger learning rate leads to a faster convergence for small P=N , but also yields to a worse nal result due to uctuations for large P =N. Inbetween, the generalization error is for a very long time extremely slowly decreasing, resulting in a plateau of the learning curve. The plateaus appear because the H sub{perceptrons W k are all nearly identical, i.e. all Q kl ' Q.
The system remains in this symmetric phase for quite a long time, since the breaking of the symmetry purely based on uctuations takes a long time. Also the plateaus are left earlier, if the learning rate is larger, see gure 1. From this, we can conclude that the learning rate has to remain considerably large until the symmetric phase has been passed. To start annealing at the beginning, would lead directly into the symmetric phase. Further annealing would make it probably impossible to leave the symmetric phase again (dotted curve in gures).
In order to break the symmetry between the hidden units earlier, a non{local update is necessary. It must facilitate information from other hidden units. This can be achieved by a matrix{update, i.e. (7) A theoretical derivation is right now not available and also not within the scope of this short letter. The proposed choice (7) was found empirically, starting from the 'natural gradient' proposed by Amari [5] . The important property of the matrix G kl is its symmetry in the Q kl . The matrix G cannot be inverted in the symmetric phase, when Q is not of full rank. Preliminary results indicate, that similar results can be achieved by using the 'natural gradient' [14, 15] .
The singularity of G makes the initial conditions important. They are often chosen symmetrically, however, now they should be asymmetric. We can choose random initial weights W(0), such that the initial values fulll, Q kl ' k Q 0 kl with a certain Q 0 . The overlaps with the teacher should remain unaected and be only of the order of random uctuations. The initial conditions have an inuence on the length of the plateaus, which was studied for symmetric initial conditions in see [13] . Some results on asymmetric initial conditions can be found in [14] . To make the comparison between matrix{update and scalar{update fair, we have used the same asymmetric initial conditions in both cases, i.e. in both gures.
The eect of the matrix{update becomes immediately obvious when we use it with a xed learning rate 0 . Results are shown in gure 2. We can see that the same 0 leads to the same nal error, which is another reason for this choice of G. The nal error is, however, reached much faster with the matrix{update. A closer look reveals that the plateaus are much shorter than in the case of the scalar update. For small values of 0 , they can completely disappear. As the symmetric phase is passed earlier, we can also apply annealing much earlier. To determine the annealing scheme (t), we should specify the initial condition (t ! 0) = c and the asymptotical scaling law (t ! 1) = b=t. Furthermore, the learning rate should remain considerably large until time when the plateau is passed, such that ( ) = d > 0. This can be summarized in the following scheme, To get a lower bound of the performance, we determine the optimal values of b, d, , c and the function f (t;), which minimize the generalization error. Only the parameter b aects the asymptotical scaling of the generalization error. The parameters d and can delay the onset of the asymptotical scaling. And nally c and f (t;) have only an eect on the behavior above the plateau. A slow decrease of the learning rate above the plateau as f (t;) = log(1 + t)= log(1 + ) is better than f (t;) = t= .
In practice, when the generalization error is unknown, additional knowledge about the performance is required, which can be provided by a validation scheme such as test{ set validation or cross validation. At this point we do not know, whether the optimal value of b can be determined without additional knowledge about the task. This question should be answered by a theory of the matrix{update. The results of optimal annealing are also shown in gure 2.
In this letter, a matrix{update was proposed to accelerate on{line learning in multi{ layer neural networks. The proposed approach facilitates the updates of all hidden units and is therefore able to break the symmetry responsible for the plateaus in the learning curves. It is based on a matrix inversion of a H 2H matrix, and is feasible as long as the number of hidden units H is small. Until now, matrix{update has only been proposed in theoretical proofs of the eciency of on{line learning [5, 6] . It has never been studied in an explicit application to a multi{layer neural net. It should be emphasized that we are only at the beginning with our knowledge on matrix{update. The promising results of this short letter should stimulate further interest in this direction.
